Hiration Webinar Report

Resume Building, Cover Letter & Digital Profiles
ORGANIZED BY: Placement Cell, IIPS, Mumbai-400088, India
WEBINAR DATE | 26th February 2021 | TIME | 17:45 -19:05 hrs. |
| Webex Meeting Link |
https://iipsindia.webex.com/iipsindia/j.php?MTID=m032ccf0a8005f9f8b8ed21f760a00b14
The Placement cell of International Institute for Population Sciences, Mumbai, headed by Prof.
Aparajita Chattopadhyay and Dr. Manas Ranjan Pradhan, has recently collaborated with Hiration.
Hiration is an online platform that supports creating resumes with brilliant inbuilt templates. It brings a
degree of professionalism in producing top-notch resumes for job postings. The inbuilt templates can
be used to create a working resume, cover letter and digital profiles through AI enabled reviews and
assistance. It is expected to benefit job seekers immensely.
The Placement Cell organized a webinar on the 26th of February 2021 to acquaint IIPS students with
the Hiration Platform. Mr. Praneet Saxena was the facilitator for the webinar and he has given detailed
presentation on how to design professional resumes according to the job description.
Mr. Praneet gave a general guideline on writing a resume which is as follows:
1. Name, address, mobile no., email
2. Objective
3. Professional experience with responsibilities
4. Education qualification
5. Certification
6. Projects
7. Skills
8. Achievements
9. Referrals
The webinar was attended by 52 students from M.A./M.Sc., M.B.D., M.P.S., M.Phil. and Ph.D. The
training in the use of Hiration platform was highly appreciated by all the participants. Additionally, a
hands-on demonstration on the working of the AI facet of the platform, too, was provided. An AI-enabled
resume platform is a very powerful tool in times like this where employers have to sift through a huge
number of applicants for shortlisting suitable candidates and use AI algorithms for the same. Hiration
guarantees a significant advantage in this situation.
During the meeting, participants mentioned that “pre-written sample resumes are something which will
help their curriculum vitae look more professional and sophisticated”. Moreover, it will help students
create attractive resumes which can be optimized easily with the AI efficient review and will help them
prepare better for a variety of job applications.
Another highlight of the webinar was that the presenter addressed all the queries put forward by the
participants, e.g., the manner in which freshers could make their resumes stand out in a sea of
experienced applicants, or even how to categorize the experience of same organization while working
on different designations. Mr. Saxena also made participants evaluate an example CV and work on its
demerits via Hiration.
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